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Old pals (if you could call them that) Harry and Sally can’t seem to stop bumping into each other. STREAM NOW 7 To All the Boys I've Loved Before (2018) Based on the bestselling YA novel of the same name, this rom-com tells the story of quiet high schooler Lara Jean (Lana Condor) who discovers that her secret stash of love letters somehow got
mailed to each of her five crushes.STREAM NOW 8 Uncorked (2020) Directed by Insecure executive producer and showrunner Prentice Penny and loosely based on his own life, this father-son tale revolves around a young man who aspires to become a master sommelier, though his father expects that he will someday take over the family barbecue
business instead.STREAM NOW 9 What a Girl Wants (2003) Amanda Bynes stars in this film as a typical American girl who decides to reconnect with her father — only to find out that he's running for Prime Minister of England. Caught between the paranoid human forces and the ferocious "Bonies", zombies who are a mutual threat, R and Julie must
find a way to bridge the differences of each side to fight for a better world no one thought possible. Little, David Hoberman, Joanna Colbert Paramount Pictures 1 The Week Of (2018) Chris Rock and Adam Sandler star in this comedy as two polar-opposite family patriarchs who must attempt to get along for the sake of their children's upcoming
wedding, even if that means spending a very long week together.STREAM NOW 2 Eurovision Song Contest: The Story of Fire Saga (2020) Will Ferrell and Rachel McAdams star in this comedy as two Icelandic singers, Lars Erickssong and Sigrit Ericksdottir, who compete for a chance to represent their country in the real-life Eurovision Song
Contest.STREAM NOW 3 The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society (2018) Based on the 2008 historical novel by Mary Ann Shaffer and Annie Barrows by the same name, a London author (Lily James) bonds with the residents of Guernsey Island in the aftermath of World War II, and she becomes inspired when she learns about the book club
they formed during the German occupation.STREAM NOW 4 Always Be My Maybe (2019) This rom-com, starring stand-up queen Ali Wong and Fresh Off the Boat's Randall Park (as well as a bunch of other familiar faces), follows childhood sweethearts who reconnect as adults in incredibly different socioeconomic situations, 15 years after a dramatic
falling out.STREAM NOW 5 Hail,Caesar! (2015) Set in the early 1950s and featuring a star-studded cast, this Coen Brothers comedy revolves around an overworked movie producer attempting to juggle complaints from a director, a synchronized swimmer, a dancing sailor, and a singing cowboy... Plus, its soundtrack is all Dolly Parton, and if Dolly
doesn’t scream "feel good," we don’t know what does.STREAM NOW 15 Falling Inn Love (2019) This rom-com sees sparks fly between a local Mr. Fix-It type and an uptight corporate exec who wins an inn in New Zealand that requires some drastic work to renovate. As this change spreads throughout the undead population, Julie and R eventually find
they are facing a larger issue even as their friendship is challenged. After watching this you’ll feel like Goldie Hawn, Bette Midler, and Diane Keaton are your best friends, too.STREAM NOW 34 The Theory of Everything (2014) The story of a young Stephen Hawking as he falls in love with his soon-to-be wife, Jane Wilde, and embarks upon his
scientific research that will change the world. And it has Holly Hunter, who is really just the best, isn’t she?STREAM NOW 28 Definitely, Maybe (2012) Ryan Reynolds stars in this rom-com as a father in the midst of a divorce who decides to finally tell his daughter (Abigail Breslin) the story of how he and her mother met — though he does so by
recounting three different romances and having her guess which one became his wife.STREAM NOW 29 You've Got Mail (1998) Few things can make you feel better faster than Meg Ryan and Tom Hanks. AwardsWith much of the world's population now an undead horde, R is a young and oddly introspective zombie. On a feeding encounter with a
human gathering party, R meets Julie and feels an urge to protect her. STREAM NOW 25 The Way, Way Back (2013) In this heartwarming coming-of-age flick, a shy teen (Liam James) has a transformative summer when he gets a job at a local waterpark and befriends a group of very eclectic co-workers. He poses as a substitute teacher at a middle
school and turns his new musically-inclined students into a rock-and-roll band, of course. This drama follows young princesses Elizabeth and Margaret as they escape from their palace to party on V-E Day in 1945.STREAM NOW 33 The First Wives Club (1996) This goofy comedy is about three old friends getting revenge on their ex-husbands. Tonight
is your night. Released: 2013-01-31 Runtime: 97 minutes Genre: Horror, Comedy, Romance Stars: Nicholas Hoult, Teresa Palmer, Lio Tipton, John Malkovich, Dave Franco Director: Javier Aguirresarobe, Marco Beltrami, George L. Tonight, this is the greatest movie in the world.STREAM NOW 19 Sleepless in Seattle (1993) Starring Tom Hanks and
Meg Ryan, this 1993 classic tells the story of a widowed man whose son attempts to find him a new wife by calling into a Seattle radio show — and amazingly, his story ends up winning the heart of an engaged reporter in Baltimore.STREAM NOW 20 Big Miracle (2011) Starring John Krasinski and Drew Barrymore, this romance tells the story of two
exes who — after a family of gray whales is discovered near the Arctic Circle trapped by ice — agree to work together in order to rally an international coalition and save them.STREAM NOW 21 The Hundred-Foot Journey (2014) Based on Richard Morais' novel of the same name, this dramedy tells the story of two battling restaurants in a small
French village, one of which is a family-owned Indian eatery and the other a Michelin-starred French establishment.STREAM NOW 22 Legally Blonde (2001) When a sorority girl (Reese Witherspoon) expecting a proposal instead gets dumped, she decides to get the ultimate revenge: following her ex to Harvard Law School and soaring to the top of
their class. The cast is made up of all-stars — Meryl Streep, Alec Baldwin, and Steve Martin — and it’s a low-stakes comedy that’s easy to enjoy.STREAM NOW 32 A Royal Night Out (2015) Ever wonder what a couple princesses do for fun? STREAM NOW 23 Crazy Rich Asians (2018) Based on the novel of the same name by Kevin Kwan and stacked
with an all-star cast, Crazy Rich Asians tells the story of a New Yorker who agrees to spend the summer in Singapore with her boyfriend's family, only to learn that the man she hopes to marry is filthy-, lavishly, crazy-rich — and also the most eligible bachelor in the country. While fighting with and feeding on a human scavenger party, R meets Julie
and feels an urge to protect her. The only problem: she lies on her application about being on a competitive dance team... This story follows business rivals Kathleen Kelly and Joe Fox as they compete in real life and fall for each other behind anonymous instant messaging screen names. What happens with that is the beginnings of a strangely warm
relationship that causes R to start to regain his humanity. This feel good film doesn’t try to be anything more than it is: a sweet romance with a hot, shirtless carpenter, and a few laughs.STREAM NOW 16 Mary Poppins Returns (2018) This joyful return to the world of Mary Poppins stars the mightily talented Emily Blunt and Lin-Manuel Miranda. Be
warned: There’s a high chance you cry happy tears by the end of this thing. What happens next is the beginning of a strangely warm relationship that allows R to begin regaining his humanity. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io What follows is a story about family, relationships, and learning to care for
others. Also when you get to the end you have a free pass to dance around your living room singing “Footloose! Footloose! Kick off your Sunday shoes!”STREAM NOW This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. and she can't dance.STREAM NOW 14 Dumplin' (2018)
This beauty pageant movie looks at how it feels to be an outsider and what it takes to find your inner queen. And just as she forges a relationship with her dad, she also finds love with a charming British musician.STREAM NOW 10 The Prom (2020) Starring Meryl Streep, James Corden, Nicole Kidman, and Andrew Rannells, among many others, this
Ryan Murphy-directed Broadway musical adaptation follows four burnt-out Broadway has-beens who decide to team up to improve their reputations and support a worthy cause: a small-town prom in Indiana that got cancelled because a girl wanted to bring her girlfriend as her date.STREAM NOW 11 Good Sam (2019) Tiya Sircar from The Good Place
stars in this comedy as Kate Bradley, a New York City TV news reporter who attempts to hunt down an anonymous good Samaritan, "Good Sam," who keeps leaving $100k in cash on seemingly random people's doorsteps.STREAM NOW 12 Otherhood (2019) Directed by Sex and the City executive producer Cindy Chupack, this comedy is based on the
novel Whatever Makes You Happy by William Sutcliffe, telling the story of three suburban moms (played by Patricia Arquette, Angela Bassett, and Felicity Huffman) who show up in the New York City apartments of their adult sons unannounced.STREAM NOW 13 Work It (2020) Sabrina Carpenter, Liza Koshy, and Jordan Fisher star in this comedy
about a high school senior who dreams of getting into Duke University, the college her late father attended. But can men and women really be just friends?STREAM NOW 31 It's Complicated (2009) This light rom-com is perfect if you need a good laugh. —Kenneth Chisholm (kchishol@rogers.com)zombieundeadmemorytalking zombiepretending to be
a zombie338 moreYou have no recently viewed pages Director: Jonathan Levine Actors: Nicholas Hoult, Teresa Palmer, Analeigh Tipton, Dave Franco, John Malkovich, Cory Hardrict, Daniel Rindress-Kay, Vincent Leclerc, Clifford LeDuc-Vaillancourt, Billie Calmeau, Adam Driscoll Adam Driscoll, Chris Cavener, Jonathan Dubsky, Alec Bourgeois Genres:
Comedy, Horror, Romance Country: USA Release Year: 2013 Duration: 98 min Synopsis: Storyline: With much of the future world’s population rendered into an undead horde, R is a young, and oddly introspective, zombie. Caught between the paranoid human forces and the ferocious Bonie zombies who are a mutual threat, R and Julie must find a way
to bridge the sides for fight for a better world no one thought possible… After a zombie becomes involved with the girlfriend of one of his victims, their romance sets in motion a sequence of events that might transform the entire lifeless world. STREAM NOW 24 School of Rock (2003) What happens when a struggling musician (Jack Black) gets booted
from his band? With outstanding performances by Felicity Jones and Eddie Redmayne, this movie will renew your faith in the human spirit.STREAM NOW 35 Footloose (1984) All you really need to know is that a young Kevin Bacon dances all over town in this movie and it’s wonderful. STREAM NOW 26 Baby Mama (2008) Starring Tina Fey and Amy
Poehler, this comedy revolves around a single executive's journey to have a baby via surrogacy, though she never expects that the surrogate she hires will end up moving in with her and throwing a wrench in her carefully-constructed life.STREAM NOW 27 The Big Sick (2017) This dramedy follows a young couple, Kumail and Emily, who are trying to
sort out cultural differences in their relationship when Emily suddenly gets a mysterious illness. The AOL nostalgia will certainly make you giggle, and a young Tom Hanks is dashing as ever in this film.STREAM NOW 30 When Harry Met Sally (1989) The notorious scene in Katz’s Deli is reason enough to watch this Nora Ephron classic. all while trying
to hunt down a movie star who's been kidnapped and held for ransom.STREAM NOW 6 Like Father (2018) When an ambitious executive (Kristen Bell) is jilted at the altar, she decides to take her Caribbean honeymoon cruise with the equally overachieving father (Kelsey Grammer), who left her family years before. As this change spreads through the
local undead population like a virus, Julie and R eventually have to face a larger issue when the very nature of their friendship is challenged. It’s full of magic and adventure and sometimes that’s just what you need.STREAM NOW 17 Saving Mr. Banks (2013) Starring Tom Hanks and Emma Thompson, this charming biopic follows Walt Disney's quest
obtain the movie rights to Mary Poppins, which he realizes will be a challenge once he meets the curmudgeonly author of the book, P.L. Travers, who has no intention of relinquishing the rights.STREAM NOW 18 Miracle (2004) This movie has one of the greatest speeches of all time, and it’s guaranteed to lift your spirits.
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